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Call for Papers

Resonance: The Journal of Sound and Culture is an interdisciplinary, international peer-
reviewed journal that features research and writing of scholars and artists working in fields
typically considered to be the domain of sound art and sound studies. These fields may
include traditional and new forms of radio, music, performance, installation, sound
technologies, immersive realities, and studies-based disciplines such as musicology,
philosophy, and cultural studies. The scope extends to other disciplines such as
ethnography, cultural geography, ecologies, media archaeology, digital humanities,
audiology, communications, and architecture. The journal’s purview investigates the
research, theory, and praxis of sound from diverse cultural perspectives in the arts and
sciences and encourages consideration of ethnicity, race, and gender within theoretical
and/or artistic frameworks as they relate to sound. The journal also welcomes research
and approaches that explore cultural boundaries and expand upon the concept of sound
as a living, cultural force whose territories and impacts are still emerging.

About the Authors

Andy Birtwistle is Reader in Film and Sound at Canterbury Christ Church University,
UK, and is the author of Cinesonica: Sounding Film and Video. Andy writes on film
sound, sonic arts and culture, artists’ film and video, and East Asian cinema. He is also
a sound artist and filmmaker.

Nicholas Burman holds an MA in Comparative Cultural Analysis from the University
of Amsterdam and is the founding editor of one-shot anthology FOCUS on Sound. He
has had articles published in FRAME and Simulacrum and is a contributor to Key Terms
in Comics Studies, published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2021 .

Dr. D. Michael Cheers teaches visual journalism in the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications at San Jose State University. He also teaches master photo classes in
Ghana and South Africa. His research interests include examining the slave dungeons
along Cape Coast, Ghana, digitizing the W. E. B. Du Bois photo and documents
collection at the Du Bois Institute for Pan African Culture in Accra, Ghana, and
researching township music in Alexandra Township, in South Africa. He’s the co-
editor and contributing photographer to the bestselling Songs of My People: African
Americans, A Self-Portrait and co-authored the bestseller Still Grazing: The Musical
Journey of Hugh Masekela. He holds BA and MA degrees in journalism and an MS in
African American Studies from Boston University. Cheers earned his PhD in African
Studies and Research from Howard University, in Washington, DC. He recently received
his certification in virtual reality from the School of the New York Times.

Andrew J. Chung is assistant professor of music theory at the University of North Texas.
His work specializes in 21st-century music and sound art, focusing on their connections
to contemporary philosophy and sonic theory. His work interrogates questions of sonic
violence, the music-language metaphor, and coloniality in the Anthropocene.



Composer Nicolas Collins is a professor in the Department of Sound at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago and a research fellow at the Orpheus Institute (Ghent).
Former editor-in-chief of Leonardo Music Journal, he is also the author of Handmade
Electronic Music: The Art of Hardware Hacking (Routledge).

Christopher DeLaurenti makes sound works for installations, albums, live performances,
and radio broadcasts including N30: Live at the WTO Protest, November 30 , 1999

(2000); Two Secret Wars (2003); Favorite Intermissions (2007); Live at Occupy Wall
St. (2012); No Sound Is Stolen: Fair Use Music 1983–2013 (2013); Fit the Description
(Ferguson, 9–13 August 2014) (2014); To the Cooling Tower, Satsop (2015); and
subaudible phonography (2020). He has performed live on countless stages from dingy
bars and dives to tony venues including the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney
Biennial. DeLaurenti holds an MFA from Bard College and completed his PhD at
Goldsmiths, University of London. During the last decade, he has taught courses and
led workshops at William & Mary, Cornish, Harvard, Peabody Conservatory, School of
the Art Institute of Chicago, Duke, UC Boulder, Cornell, and elsewhere. Much of his
sound work is usually free and mostly online: https://delaurenti.net.

Carter Mathes is a specialist in African American literature, 20th-century literature, and
African Diaspora studies. His first book, Imagine the Sound: Experimental African
American Literature After Civil Rights (University of Minnesota Press, 2015) focuses
on the relationship between sound and literary innovation during the 1960s and ’70s.
Currently, he is working on a second book, Ecologies of Funk, that examines formations of
Black radical thought in literature and music as they move between Jamaica and New
Orleans during the second half of the 20th century. He has published essays in venues
including Small Axe, Contemporary Literature, Callaloo, and African American Review,
and has articles and chapters in progress and forthcoming on jazz in the civil rights
movement, dub music within contemporary Jamaican literary aesthetics, and
afrofuturism in low-fi hip-hop production.

Jen Shook is a digitalþperformance dramaturg whose research and practice live at the
intersection of literature, theater, media, digital humanities, cultural memory, and
Indigenous and critical race and gender studies. As visiting fellow at Penn State’s
Center for Humanities & Information, she’s writing Unghosting Tribalographies:
Performing Oklahoma-as-Indian-Territory. http://www.jenshook.com/

Cathy Thomas works on African American, Caribbean, and comic book writing. She has
studied and taught at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and the University of
Colorado, Boulder. Her current book projects explore historically unprecedented
Afrofutures and Black femme unruliness. She is a postdoctoral fellow at the University
of California, Riverside.

John Vilanova is professor of Practice in Journalism & Communication and Africana
Studies at Lehigh University. He studies structural and institutional inequities in the
media industries, with particular emphasis on anti-Black racisms in the global popular
music industry.

https://delaurenti.net
http://www.jenshook.com/


About the Editors

Phylis West Johnson is Professor & Director of Journalism and Mass Communications
at San Jose State University and Emeritus Professor of Sound and New Media in the
College of Mass Communication and Media Arts at Southern Illinois University
Carbondale. She has served as editor for Soundscape: The Journal of Acoustic Ecology
and the Journal of Radio and Audio Media. Her most recent book publication is
Moving Sounds: A Cultural History of the Car Radio (Peter Lang, 2019). She received
her PhD in 2003 from Southern Illinois University Carbondale.

Jay Needham is an artist, musician, and cultural producer who utilizes multiple creative
platforms to produce his works, many of which have a focus on sound and site-specific
field research. His sound art, works for radio, visual art, performances, and installations
have appeared worldwide at museums, festivals, and on the airwaves. His most recent
sound installation is on permanent display in the BioMuseo, designed by Frank Gehry in
the Republic of Panama. Needham’s writing appears in the books Hearing Places: Sound,
Place, Time, Culture and Moving Sounds: A Cultural History of the Car Radio. His
research has been published in Exposure, Soundscape: The Journal of Acoustic Ecology,
and Leonardo Music Journal. Needham is a professor in the Department of Radio,
Television and Digital Media at Southern Illinois University Carbondale. He received
his MFA from the School of Art at California Institute of the Arts.

Honna Veerkamp is a community-oriented artist, educator, and scholar whose work
includes audio documentary, interdisciplinary installation, and sound art. She served as an
editorial assistant for Soundscape: The Journal of Acoustic Ecology and the Journal of Radio
and Audio Media. She earned an MFA in media arts and a certificate in women, gender,
and sexuality studies in 2015 from Southern Illinois University Carbondale and currently
teaches audio production and storytelling courses at Webster University in St. Louis.



Resonance: The Journal of Sound and Culture (e-ISSN 2688-867X) is published four
times a year in March, June, September, and December by University of California Press,
155 Grand Avenue, Suite 400, Oakland, CA 94612-3764.
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